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CIDCO takes action
against unauthorized
structures at Ghansoli

By Tutu
NAVI MUMBAI: The
Taloja MIDC has started laying of 52km long
pipeline across its area
to transport the effluents to the CETP. The
Rs 45 cr project HDPE
pipeline is a replacement of the existing
pipeline known as remodelling of effluent
collection system. The
MIDC is divided on two
parts. 42km long pipeline laying work is complete. This will augment the capacity of
transporting more effluent
The MIDC’s earlier
pipeline was built over
30 years ago with
stoneware, pre stage
concrete etc. and has
been deteriorated. Now
MIDC is using the
HDPE pipeline which
have more resistant to
chemicals. The pipeline
will join the CETP. The
newly laid pipeline will
offer resistance to both
acidic and alkaline type
of chemicals.
The MIDC superintending
engineer
Rajesh Zanzad said,

By Chandrashekhar
Hendve
NAVI MUMBAI: To
curb the illegal constructions in Navi
Mumbai following the
Hon. High Court’s
Judgment in PIL
No.138 of 2012, the
court has issued directives to demolish all illegal structures, which
are not protected by
rules & regulations,

rashtra and submit the
report to Court. Accordingly to the order,
Shivraj S. Patil, Addl.
Collector (Sel. GradeCCUC), CIDCO and
CUC (North) team arranged a demolition
drive in Ghansoli NodeTalavli village.
Unauthorized ongoing R.C.C. Plinth, Column work (which was
earlier demolished) in

policy of CIDCO or
State Govt. of Maha-

Sector-20, Mariayee
Chowk, Dattanagar,
Ghansoli has been demolished and an area of
approx.204.50 sq.mt
has been freed.
Unauthorized ongoing R.C.C. G + 1 structure (which was earlier demolished) in Sector-19,
Mariayee
Chowk, Ghansoli has
been demolished and
an area of approx.
73.75 sq.mt has been
freed.
The above structures were constructed
upon CIDCO owned
land without having
any land title and development permission
and CIDCO administration after following
due process of law, was

Gymnasium for officers of Taloja Jail

Cont. on pg. 7

A gymnasium has come up for the benefit of officers and
workers of Taloja Jail. The inauguration of this gymnasium was done on Tuesday by Southern Division Mumbai’s by Special General Inspector of Police (Jail) Rajvardhan. Also present during this occasion were Taloja
Jail’s deputy superintendent Sadanand Gaikwad and
other officers and workers. (By Crime Reporter)

Cont. on pg. 6
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URGENTLY
WANTED DRIVER
 For Sale 1 BHK - 80 L at Seawoods - 44A, Contact
Owner : 70216 43598
 One BHK available on Rent B-3, Type, Prime Location,
Opp. Shabari Hotel, Sector - 15, Vashi, Navi Mumbai.
Contact : 9892959260
 For Sale 2 BHK - 1.20 Cr. at Seawoods, Sector - 44A,
Contact : 98920 03496
 For rent available ready for rent MIDC Navi Mumbai
Independent Building with all infrastructures Plot 500 sq.
mtrs., built-up 6000 sq. ft. Contact : 98210 29687
 Rquired a 1 / 2 BHK flat on rent for a Doctor Couple at
VAshi Area only. Brokers Please Excuse. Please Call :
92233 54143
 Lease / Sale Compact & Furnished Office of 540 Sq.
Feet. in Prime Location of Sector - 17 is available for
Lease / Sale immediately. Contact Owner : 98205 48039
 For Sale 3.5 BHK Furnished Luxury Road House @
CBD Belapur, Sector -15A, Contact Owner : 98203 37824
 Office available for rent fully furnished Area 1455 sqft.
Carpet, Satra Plaza, First Floor, Vashi, Sector - 19D,
Contact : 9869650465 / 9867067472
 1 BHK for rent in Private Society 3rd Floor, Sector - 14,
VAshi without lift. Contact on Mobile : 99676 58832 Brokers excuse.

 Required Female Office Executive Sales & Marketing for
Real-Estate Office in Kharghar. Contact : 9920686263
 Wanted urgently at world of waffles, Vashi, experienced
Boys From Ice Cream. Waffles, C.C.D. Shop Training
will be provided. Basic Computer Knowledge. Add. Shop
No. 17, Manek Complex, Sector - 29, Vashi. Mobile :
9867672105

 Wanted Male / Female Interior Designer Fresher for
Architect’s Office. Contact : Sanjay, 9819982277,
9833020563 Address : 103, Arenja Corner, Sector - 17,
Vashi, Navi Mumbai.
 Required Account Assistant in CA Firm. Send resume on
email : carsg.resume@gmail.com
 Require Female Accountants for an Accounting Firm at
Airoli, Sector - 16. B.Com with 1-2 years work experience is preferred. Contact Mobile No. 98335 88550 Mail
: gpncoadv@gmail.com

 Sale / Rental 500 Sq. Mtr. Plot, Shed Turbhe & Kudal
MIDC Commerical Hotel Plot One Acre. Contact : 93251
33843

 Required Helper (Male / Female) for Dental Clinic in
Vashi, Sector - 3, Connect for details : 7021152088 /
9619726777

HOSPITA LS
27600500
27722506
39215999
27826969
61526666
27881322
27572293
27423405
27899901
27703760
27652476
27691679

ATTENTION READERS
While every effort is made to check the genuineness of
party/parties inserting ads in this paper, we cannot be held
responsible for the truthfulness of its contents. The publishers, Editor and/or the staff cannot be held responsible for
any loss or damage due to transactions that they may enter
into guided by the ads.

98675 29913

 Required Accountant with full knowledge of accounts up
to finalization, computer & correspondence for a meat
factory at Vashi. Walk-in Interview from 09/04/18 between
11 am to 6 pm. For Address Whatsapp only 92233 75222

 Urgently required Receptionist, Accountant in
Koparkhairane/Vashi. Contact : 97692 06245 / 91376
33389 E-mail : scganesh@gmail.com

Nayak Laboratory
Shushrusha Heart
D Y Patil Nerul
Sterling Hospital, Vashi
MGM Hospital, Vashi
Apollo Cliic, Vashi
MGM Hospital, CBD
MGM HospitalKalamboli
Vashi Civic Hospital
Nerul Civic Hospital
PKC Hospital
Dr. Mahajan’s Hospital & ITC

Contact :

 Required Teachers for Nr. Jr, Sr Kg. 1 to 10 CBSE,
ICSE, State Board (all subject0 Mandtra Coaching
Classes, Koparkhairane, Navi Mumbai. Contact : 96533
03598

 Urgent Sale Duplex Flat Carpet 868 sq. ft. Koperkhairane,
Sector - 7 with Terrac 550 sq. ft. Contact : 83789 53479

EMERGENCY
TELEPHONE NUMBERS

A DRIVER REQUIRED
FOR DRIVING OLA CAB

 Required Computer Operator Marathi & English Typing
Must. Contact : Jagdamba Roadlines, Steel Chamber, BWing, 335, Kalamboli, Navi Mumbai. Call : 9696159159

PAYING GUEST
 Male P. G. Accomodation Near Juinagar Station, 7 min.
walk Rent Rs. 4000. Call : Chandra : 97025 36201
 Panvel PG Accomodation (Boys Only) Available at Opp.
Sanpada Station (E). Walking Distance from Sanpada
Station. Contact : 9769956899, 9322307146
 Bachelor Boys Accomodation available at Koparkhairane
near market, Charges Rs. 3500/- per month. Per Cot
with one month advance payment only. Contact on : 92242
99669 / 92242 99706

SPECIAL OFFER
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT ON REAL
ESTATE (Buying /Selling /Paying Guest etc.)
A 20 word classified in NEWSBAND
will cost you only Rs 100/- Applicable
for direct buyers and sellers.
For details, call : 20870513, 27815380

BEFORE THE STATE CONSUMER DISPUTES
REDRESSAL COMMISSION
FOR MAHARASHTRA AT MUMBAI
Old Secretaries Building, Extension Building,
Ground Floor, Opp. Jahangir Arts Gallary, M.G.Road,
Kalaghoda, Mumbai – 400 032
Outward No. 1739
Date : 5/4/18
Appeal No. A/789/2017
Mr. Pradipkumar G. Singh
Flat No. 1313, Shramjivi Co-operative Housing Society,
Opposite Postal Colony,
Eastern Express Highway
Chembur, Mumbai 400 071
Appellant
V/S
1. M/s Quality Developers @ M/s. Buildtech Engineers
B/206, Big Splash, Sector – 17, Vashi, Navi Mumbai
2. Mr. Shaikh Shanukar Hussain
Proprietor of M/s Quality Developers @ M/s Buildtech
B/206, Big Splash, Sector - 17, Vashi, Navi Mumbai.
3. Mr. Sameer Khan
Proprietor of M/s Quality Developers @ M/s Buildtech
B/206, Big Splash, Sector - 17, Vashi, Navi Mumbia.
4. Mr. Chandn Chavan
Partner of M/s. Buildech Developers
B/206, Big Splash, Sector - 17, Vashi,
Navi Mumbai
Respondents
Public Notice
TAKE NOTICE THAT The appellant above named have filed
Appeal No. 789/2017 From the order of the Bench no.1, State
Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission for Maharashtra at
Mumbai.
WHEREAS the Appellant above mentioned was listed before
the commission for the hearing/submission but as it is not possible
to serve the notice by regular service, to the Respondent, Hence
the Hon’ble Commission ordered the service by substituted service
i.e. Public Notice.
THAT Notice is hereby given to Respondent, if you wish to
contest the Appellant on 03/05/2018 at 10.30 a.m. in person or by
pleader duly instructed defence on which you desire to rely on.
TAKE FURTHER NOTICE THAT in default of your appearance
on the date and time above mentioned the Appeal will be preceded
with determination in your absence and no further notice in relation
thereto shall be given.
Given in my hand on this 04th Day of April, 2018
Mumbai
Sd/(B.M. Mane)
Seal
Registrar (Legal)
State Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission
Maharashtra Mumbai

Printed, Published and owned by Kailash Gindodia Editor : Dinesh Kamath Printed at Suvijja Printeries, A-17, 2-5, T.T.C. Ind. Area, MIDC, Khairane,
Navi Mumbai, Thane – 400 709 and published at 1313/1314, 13th Floor, Real Tech Park, Plot No. 39/2, Sec. 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai 400 703.
• RNI No. MAHENG2007/21778 • Postal Regn. No. NMB/154/2014-16/Vashi MDG Post Office • ABC Certificte No. 133/2106
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PCMC forms squad to control illegal construction
By Tutu
NAVI MUMBAI: The
PCMC has formed a
twelve member squad
for the four zones to control encroachment and
illegal construction
across its jurisdiction.
Each zone will have
three officers, including
a designated officer, a
beat inspector cum superintendent and a regional officer cum engineer to look into grievances.
The four zones are
based upon population
each hovering around
1.25 lakhs covering all
the twenty wards of
PCMC. In an internal
order to the officials the
PCMC has asked them
to taken on the illegalities. Four assistant
municipal commissioners with one each head-

ing the zone. Under
them one beat inspector
cum superintendent
and
one
each regional officer cum engineer are
assigned
with the
task.
T h e
PCMC assistant municipal commissioner
cum one of the designated officers Ganesh
Salve said, “We have
availed with vehicles
recently. Excavators
are yet to be provided.
In few cases notices
have been issued by other designated officers.
People have started
sending complaints.
Upon receipt our team

members make spot
visit to verify it. If found
illegal notice is issued

to them under MRTP
Act with 32 days’ time
to remove the illegalities self. “
Ganesh Salve added, “In our area around
a dozen of complaints
are received and verified. Soon notices will be
served.”
According to PCMC
sources the village ar-

Steel Market asks vehicle owners
and scrap dumpers to clean up
By Tutu
NAVI MUMBAI: The MMR Steel and
Iron Market Committee, Kalamboli,
has asked the owners of abandoned
vehicles, scraps etc. dumped in the
market to lift them within ten days.
Based on the PCMC instruction to
maintain cleanliness the decision was
taken. Else these items will be seized
and auctioned. Notices has been put
up in the market.
The MMR Steel and Iron Market
Committee, Kalamboli, chief executive officer Vikas Rasal said, “The
PCMC has pointed out about cleanliness in the market. We are not empowered to remove all the dumped
abandoned vehicles, scraps etc. Hence
through the PCMC we have issued
public notice to the owners to remove their
items within ten days.”
I have changed my name from IYER SARASWATHY
Vikas Rasal added,
MURALI to SARASWATHI MURALI as per affidavit dated
“If these items are not
10th April 2018
lifted we will seize them
and put it in auction.
PCMC will help us in
doing the process legally.”
It can be noted that
various shops dealing
with vehicular accessories and scraps are allegedly usurping the
road space. Many allege
that vehicle parts which
are supposed to be removed after due procedure are not followed in

CHANGE OF NAME

Cont. on pg. 7

eas have more illegal
constructions and
would face the PCMC
head. However, in Cidco areas the illegal constructions and encroachments though
less at now will further
open up once action is
taken.

Zone
1

Ward nos Population
(in lakh)
1 & 3 to 6
1.30

2

2 & 7 to 10

1.25

3

11 to 15

1.26

4

16 to 20

1.28

Area
Adivali, Rohinjan to
Kharghar
Navde, Rodpali,
Kalamboli
Kamothe, Jui gaon,
Khanda colony, Panvel
Panvel, New Panvel,
Kalundre
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CSK register narrow one wicket win in tourney opener
By Ashok Dhamija
Mumbai: Riding on a
brilliant 68 off 30
balls, inclusive of
seven sixes and three
boundaries by allrounder Dwayne
Bravo, two times
champions Chennai
Super Kings (CSK)
made a dream comeback in the 11th
edition of the Indian
Premier League to
register a thrilling
one-wicket victory
against defending
champions Mumbai
Indians (MI).
On a track that
had seam movement
and bounce, CSK were
down in the dumps as
they lost eight wickets
with only 118 runs on
the board, midway in
to the 17th over, while
chasing 166 at the
Wankhede Stadium
late on Saturday
night. 20 year old
debutant leg-spinner
Mayank Markande (3/
23) who came into
bowl in the seventh
over of the innings
struck twice in as
many overs, after allrounder Hardik
Pandya (3/24) who had
suffered a collision
with Bravo while
batting, bowled
through considerable
pain and scalped two
early wickets for the
hosts. Markande
trapped former Mumbai Indians opener
Ambati Rayudu (22)
and CSK skipper MS
Dhoni (5) leg before
with his deceptive
googlies and latter had
Deepak Chahar
stumped by former
Indian U-19 Indian
2016 ICC World Cup
skipper Ishan Kishan
for a golden duck.
Needing 47 from 18
balls, the former West
Indian skipper Bravo
who came in at
number seven, stood
tall amidst the ruins.
He took on MI’s
experienced death over
specialist Mitchell
McLenaghan (1/44)
and Jasprit Bumrah

Captains of the eight participating teams who agreed to abide by the Spirit of the Game pose with the VIVO IPL
Trophy 2018 prior to the start of the tourney (Courtesy IPL)

CSK’s all-rounder Dwayne Bravo turned the match on its head with his incredible
blitzkrieg, much to the bewilderment of MI players on and off field, before being dismissed by Jasprit Bumrah (Left).
midwicket with dis(1/37) to the cleaners in spare, much to the
dain, before scoring a
the18th and 19th overs delight of his team
mates and the ‘Canary
hat-trick of boundaries
respectively and 20
off Bravo. He was
Yellow’ brigade who
runs each of them
however dismissed by
were outnumbered by
which included five
Watson in the 13th
thousands of vociferous
sixes. The Trinidadian
over. South paw Kishan
home fans.
batsmen however was
(40) used his feet well
caught by MI skipper
Earlier put into bat
even against Chahar
the men- in-blue hosts
Sharma off the final
and took a strong
were struggling at 20
ball of the penultimate
over bowled by pacer
for 2 after openers Evin liking for South African
leg-spinner Imran
Lewis (0) and skipper
Bumrah. Needing
seven off the final over, Rohit Sharma (15) were Tahir (1/23), whom he
hit for 4, 6, 4 and
an injured Kedar
dismissed cheaply.
collected a total of 17
Debutant Lewis who
Kadhav (24 no) who
runs in the eleventh
was trapped by pacer
suffered a hamstring
over before falling
Deepak Chahar (1/14)
problem early in the
victim to the same
used the DRS, the first
innings and went off
bowler in the 15th over.
the field for treatment, in the IPL’s history
Pandya brothers
latter dug deep in to his unsuccessfully. Local
boy Suryakumar Yadav Krunal (41 n.o.) and
reserves, and went
Hardik (22 n.o.) latter
down on his right knee and attacking batsman
Ishan Kishan rescued
put on a crucial
to heave the ball over
unbeaten 52 runs stand
the Mumbai Indians,
fine leg boundary, off
for the fifth wicket off
left arm pacer Mustafi- through a 78-run
partnership for the
only 32 balls despite
zur Rahama (1/39) to
third wicket. Yadav (43) Bravo’s (0/25) crucial
ensure that the scores
were tied. He followed it who opened his account spell in the death. He
conceded only 7 runs
up with a cover drive to with a sweetly timed
bowling the 18th and
the fence to end the
square drive, latter
deposited Shane Watson 20th overs of the
match on a winning
(2/29) into the stands at innings and deceived
note with a ball to

nominated the Man of
the Match.
Interesting Stats:
1000 runs, 100 wickets
and 50 sixes: Dwayne
Bravo became first player to
do so in IPL.
Highest score by a
number seven batsman:
Dwayne Bravo’s innings of
68 runs is the highest in the
IPL at this position beating 66
by his country mate Andre
Russell for Kolkata Knight
Riders against Kings XI
Punjab at Pune in 2015.
Number of consecutive losses in opening
match: Three times
champions Mumbai Indians

Cricket the unifying factor…Fans from two of the best
teams in the history of the tourney, Chennai Super Kings
and Mumbai Indians pose for a selfie moment.
both the set batsman
who are known for their slow
with his brilliant
start in IPL, lost their seventh
variation in speed
opening match in the tourney.
interspersed with toe
One-wicket win:
crushing yorkers
Chennai Super Kings
Mumbai Indians in the
became only the second
end posted a challengteam in the IPL to achieve this
ing target 165 for 4.
record. The only other such
“It is always good to
instance was when Kolkata
start well and to beat a
Knight Riders defeated Kings
team like Mumbai
XI Punjab at Kolkata in 2015.
Indians, who had given
Second-best figures
me the first opportunion debut: The rookie leg
ty in the IPL in their
spinner from Punjab Mayank
own backyard. This is
Markande’s figure of 3-23 is
one of my best knocks
the second-best by a Mumbai
of my career so far and
Indians bowler on IPL debut.
is dedicated to for our
Lasith Malinga had taken 3
fans. They have waited
for 15, also against Chennai
for this moment for two
Super Kings at Cape Town in
years. This was an
2009. (Photos by Author).
away game but there
Brief Scores: Mumbai
were so many CSK fans Indians 165-4 (Suryakumar
out here. Hopefully, I
Yadav 43, Krunal Pandya 41
can continue the same
n.o., Ishan Kishan 40, Shane
form and same vein
Watson 2/29) lost to Chennai
and build on this
Super Kings 169-9 in 19.5
momentum. It has
overs (Dwayne Bravo 68,
been a special game for
Kedar Jadhav 24 n.o.,
all of us and we deMayank Markande 3/23,
served to win” said an
Hardik Pandya 3/24) by 1
elated Bravo who was
wicket and 1 ball to spare.
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Glitz and Glamour Marks
VIVO IPL Opening Ceremony
By Ashok Dhamija
MUMBAI: Tens and
thousands of fans at
the Wankhede Stadium
were treated to a grand
spectacle of rocking
dance performances by
Bollywood heartthrob
Hrithik Roshan, Varun
Dhawan , Prabhu Deva
the ever effervescent
actresses Jacqueline
Fernandez and Tamannaah Bhatia during the

Former Australian skipper Michael Clarke who is one
among the many expert commentators couldn’t resist
taking a photo of the spectacular opening ceremony.
ence grooving from the Shukla in presence of
edge of their seats. BCCI acting President
Hundreds of supporting CK Khanna, CoA memartists dressed colour- bers Diana Edulji and
fully across the sprawl- Vinod Rai and BCCI acting ground with fancy ing secretary Amitabh
props and drum rolls Choudhary. The opentoo added to the glitzy ing ceremony concluded
and glamorous in an 45 with home captain Rominutes opening affair hit Sharma bringing out
graced by famous per- the IPL trophy that he
sonalities from the and the Mumbai Indicricketing and enter- ans won last season who
tainment world. Earli- latter thanked the cricker the 11th edition of et crazy fans for turnthe IPL was officially ing out in such large
declared open by IPL numbers. (Photos by
Commissioner Rajeev Author).
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IPL Extravaganza in action

By C K Subramaniam

Hundreds of cricketing and entertainment fans were spellbound by the synchronised performance of supporting
artists with fancy props, drum rolls etc.

Bollywood heartthrob
Hrithik Roshan grooving
to his dance moves to the
tune of his popular numbers.
opening ceremony of
the VIVO IPL 2018
held at Wankhede Stadium in Mumbai. Held
before the before the
opening league match
between Chennai Super Kings and defending Champions Mumbai Indians, two of the
most successful teams
in the history of the
tourney, an musical
extravaganza from
none other than Mika
Singh who crooned his
latest chartbusters
numbers had the audi-

www.newsband.in

IPL 10 started on a
Saturday Sports
Special and gained
momentum on Sunday. The three
matches played so far
saw teams from Tamil
Nadu based captains
came to the fore in the
first round matches.
Pipe opener saw
Chennai Super Kings
(CSK) got the better of
Mumbai Indians in a
closely contested
match at the Wankhede Stadium. Again,
the teams led by Tamil
Nadu’s Ravichandran
Ashwin and Dinesh
Karhtik led their side
Kings XI Punjab and
Kolkota Knight Riders
respectively to victory
in a very calculated
way.
Mumbai Indians
played into the hands
of CSK as they could
not score a healthy
score of 180 plus
batting first. Both the
openers including
skipper Rohit Sharma
fell early and that
momentum was lost
after winning the toss.
Despite scores of 40
Ishan Kishan, S.
Yadav, and Krunal
Pandya failed to boost
the side’s total. Both
foreign recruits, Shane
Watson and Bravo

bowled for CSK
whereas other foreign
recruit Wood was hit
all over the park in the
4 overs quota. Mumbai
Indians failed to move
the score well enough
in the middle overs
and score of 165 was
not enough for the hit
and run game of
cricket.
Chennai Super
Kings started sedately
but lost wickets at
regular intervals and

Indians thought it was
all over when 8th
wicket fell at 118. But
Bravo had other ideas
and made a match of
it. The Chennai team
after a two year ban
came out victors in
Lion’s own den and
proved that the match
can be won or lost till
the last ball of a T-20
game.
Blitzkrieg batting
on Sunday saw the
Kings XI Punjab got

only Kedar Jadhav
stood firm till the end.
But the bright aspect
of CSK batting was
that of D. Bravom who
knocked 68 of 30 balls
with 3 fours and 7
sixes and turned the
tables in favour of the
Tamil Nadu outfit. He
added 41 vital runs
with Jadhav and saw
that the target could
be achived with a ball
to spare. Tahir gave
company to Jadhav to
see the heave by the
latter crossing the
fence at an appropriate
time to pave way for
victory. Mumbai

the better of Delhi
Daredevils at Mohali.
Ashwin led the Punjab
side in a most astute
manner and restricted
the opposition for 166
in the allotted 20
overs. But for Gambhir’s slow 55, no one
could cross 50 run
mark. Ashwin had the
measure of the Delhi
batsmen and conceeded 23 runs in 4 overs.
Youngster Mujeeb Ur
Rehman took two
wickets for 28 to put
breaks to dismiss to
hard hitting batsmen
Cont. on pg. 6
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Balnatya Camp at Vashi from April 20
Issue : 287

11 April 2018

Ranking educational
institutions is useful
The “who’s who” of universities and
research institutions published by the Human Resource Development Ministry, is
not bad. The National Institutional Ranking Framework, 2018, assesses some of
the top institutions such as the Indian Institute of Science, the Jawaharlal Nehru
University, the IITs and the IIMs
To the faculty and students in many colleges, what matters is the vision of the
administrative leaders and a commitment
to excellence. The governing bodies
should make available adequate financial
and academic resources to colleges to
help them improve performance.
Ranking educational and research institutes has practical uses. Students can
make study choices. The ranking approach worldwide is critiqued for failing
to capture the crucial metric of learning
outcomes, relying instead on proxy data
on faculty strength and qualifications. In
the case of the NIRF the final responsibility for accuracy of data lies with the
participating institution.
What is positive about the system is
its emphasis on achieving measurable
goals and bringing in transparency. The
2018 exercise added the disciplines of law,
medicine and architecture and it hopes to
cast the net wider in the future. The goal
is to foster learning and scholarship.
Rankings can encourage unhealthy
competition. Too few institutes see too
many students vying to enter them by any
means. Instead, quality in all institutes
should be improved for all students getting similar standard of education and faculty
NIRF also should give say top 10 ranking in individual Engineering Disciplines
or even scientific disciplines or themes
like Energy or Environment. That way
every institution can pick a niche area and
try to excel. The institutions also can differentiate themselves more. It can help
the nation if we have a “Go To” university say for pollution problem.
Thus focus should be on complete academic freedom, without the pressure and
the governing bodies should make available adequate financial and academic resources to colleges, particularly the
younger ones, to help them improve performance. But both these aspects are neglected and institutions suffers.

By Staff Reporter
Sant Shiromani
Kala Manch Navi
Mumbai and the All
India Marathi Natya
Parishad Navi
Mumbai Branch has
jointly organized the
Balnatya (Children
Plays) Camp from

April 20 to 2 May
2018 at Vishnudas
Bhave Auditorium
and Talim Hall from
5 pm to 7 pm.
For the past 23
years, the Balanatya
Camp is being organized on behalf of
Sant Shiromani Kala

Manch, Chairman,
Shrihari Pawale, for
the development of
the artistic talents
amongst child artists
of Navi Mumbai.
Many students
trained in this camp
are doing a successful
journey in the cine

and theater genre,
making Navi Mumbai’s name bright.
The child artists of
Navi Mumbai should
contact the organizer
of this workshop,
Shrihari Pawale on
9322504314 for more
information.

Municipal Commissioner does
inspection at Turbhe and KK

Municipal Commissioner Dr Ramaswami N did the inspection of municipal facilities provided at Turbhe and Koparkhairane. Accompanying him were city engineer Mohan Dagaonkar, zone 1’s deputy commissioner Dadasaheb
Chabukswar, zone 2’s deputy commissioner Dr Amrish Patnigire, executive engineer Sanjay Desai and Manoj Patil,
assistant commissioner Angai Salunkhe and Ashok Madvi and other concerned officers and workers. (By Chandrashekhar Hendve)

Religious
ceremony at Shiv
Temple on 11 April
By Vijaykumar Kamble
Sri Shiv Temple at
Morave Bamandongari
will celebrate kalash
rohan ceremony on
Wednesday 11 April by
the hands of Balayogi
Shri Sadanand Maharaj.

On the occasion,
there will be Ganesh
pooja, havan, etc. while
Mauli Prasadik Bhajan
Mandal and Hanuman
Prasadik Bhajan Mandal will perform
bhajans, keertan etc.
on the occasion.

IPL Extravaganza...
in quick time. Morris
made 27 unbeaten
runs to prop up the
score but could not get
a good partner in the
end. KL Rahul took
the fight to enemy’s
camp straightaway
and made a 50 of 14
balls, the fastest IPL
fifty in 10 seasons of T20 cricket. Later on it
was left Karun Nair to
make a match of it
and both the foreign

Cont. from pg. 5
recruits Miller and
Stoinis saw to it that
the target is achieved
with 7 balls to spare.
In the night game
Kolkota Knight Riders
of Sharrukh Khan
made Royal Challengers, Banglore toil hard
for runs, as both de
Villiers and Virat Kohli
fell in quick succession
to the wiles and guiles
of Rana in his only
over. He clean bowled

CIDCO takes...

Cont. from pg. 1

removed.
The demolition
drive CUC Team was
led by CUC Team led
by P.B. Rajput, CUC
(N), Sunil Chidchale,
ACUC (N-III), V.K.
Khadse, Assistant Designated Officer, carried
out the demolition
drive in spite of stiff
resistance from the encroachers.
The drive was assisted by PradeepTi-

dar, Sr.P.I along with 15
Police Personnel of Rabale Police Station, Dhuri, PSI, CIDCO Police
and Shri Nalavde, SA
(CIDCO) along with security guards and MSF
were also present during the demolition drive.
Machineries used for the
drive are 1Poclain, 1
Truck, 1 JCB, 6 Jeeps,
1 Gas Cutter, 4 Breakers, Towing Van and 20
labours.

Kohli and that was the
turning point. A score
of less than 180 is not
good enough while
defending the total.
Sunil Narine known
for his economical spell
of bowling made a
resounding start
scoring 50 of 19 balls
and set the ball rolling
for an early finish. He
got out second, but
Rana, Karthik and
Russel saw to it that
the target is achieved

with 4 wickets in
hand. So far, the team
batting second won all
the three matches and
set the tone for more
teams to put the
opposition to bat first
after winning the toss.
The slam bang T-20
cricket saw a resounding beginning thanks
to Bravo, Rahul and
Narine and the IPL
extravaganza touched
the nadir of the week
end crowd.
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Maval MP demands Kasadi
river inclusion in NRCP

Letter to the Editor....
Spend school
vacation usefully
Summer vacation has started in schools and
students have started feeling boring this time and
find it difficult to spend their time
usefully. Making scrap books or
reading moral stories can help them
to spend their time in a valuable
way. Bed time stories are famous
but Akbar and Birbal stories even
apply for the present generation of
children in a big way.
Birbal, or Raja Birbal, was a
Hindu advisor in the court of the
Mughal emperor, Akbar. He is mostly known in the Indian subcontinent for the folk tales which focus
on his wit. Birbal was appointed by
Akbar as a poet and singer in
around 1556–1562.
Birbal Stories are very famous
and popular in India among all ages
of people. They are also called by
another name Akbar-Birbal Stories.
There was a Mogul Emperor in India, Akbar The Great (1542-1605).
His full name was Jalaludden Mohammed Akbar Padshah Ghazi and he
ruled India from 1560 to 1605. He himself was illiterate, but he invited
several learned people in his court. Among these people, nine were very
famous and were called Nav Ratna (nine jewels of the Mogul Crown) of
his court. Among these nine jewels, five people were more famous - Tansen, Todarmal, Abul Fazal, Maan Singh and Birbal.
The exchanges between Akbar and Birbal have been recorded in many
volumes. Many of these have become folk stories in Indian tradition. Birbal’s collection of poetry published under the pen name Brahm are preserved in Bharatpur Museum, Rajasthan, India. Many courtiers were
jealous with Birbal and often plotted for his downfall. There are many
stories found on this issue too. There are a couple of other stories too
which are of the same time and type and are as interesting as Birbal’s
ones.
There are many books published about Birbal Stories but the collector’s edition is a treasure to preserve. One hundred wise tales of Akbar
and Birbal can give the children the enjoyment of their life time during
this summer vacation. Let the parents also read these stories and impart
knowledge to their children to learn the moral in these stories.
- C.K. Subramaniam, Sanpada

An unidentified woman
found dead
By Crime Reporter
NAVI MUMBAI: An unidentified woman was
found dead on the afternoon of Monday in the
nallah near Siemens
Company along ThaneBelapur Road. Rabale
MIDC police has taken
the possession of the
dead body and sent it for

a postmortem. After the
post mortem only, the
reason behind the death
will be clear, said the
police.
The deceased woman’s age is approximately 30 to 35 years
of age. The body of the
deceased woman was
found in the nallah
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near the Siemens Company on the Thane-Belapur road, by a rickshaw driver. He immediately informed the
police.
Police said that the
women died four to five
days earlier, and the
body has sent the dead
body for postmortem.

Steel Market
asks...
Cont. from pg. 3
the market yard. The
authorities have been
insensitive to this.

By Tutu
NAVI MUMBAI: The
Maval MP Shrirang
Barne has demanded
that the Kasadi River in
PCMC area be included in the national river
conservation program
to revive it. The Kasadi River now polluted is
bothering the residents.
Barne took up the issue
with the Union Minister of Environment and
Forest and was assured
by the minister that a
plan will be chalked out
to invigorate the river.
The BSKP corporator Arvind Mhatre said,
“I had demanded before
the Maval MP Shrirang
Barne stating the pollution issues of Kasadi
River. The Kasadi River is polluted due to industries. Whatever water is available is of no
use. Further, the polluted water leads to

spread of diseases.
Hence the river should
be revived.”
The Maval Lok Sabha member Shrirang
Barne said, “I had a
meeting with the union
minister of environment and forest on this
issue besides handing
him a demand letter.
The minister has assured me to convene a
meeting soon on how to
proceed further. This
includes providing fund

to invigorate the river.”
In the letter, Shrirang Barne has demanded that the Kasardi river should be included in the national river
conservation program
and cleaned. It can be
noted that Kasadi river
pollution is one of the
contentious issues in the
on-going pollution battle
faught between the corporator and the industry
at the National Green
Tribunal.

MDFA to conduct open trails for its
Sr. Women team on Thursday
By Ashok Dhamija
NAVI MUMBAI: With a view of selecting the best possible talent from across
Mumbai and Navi Mumbai for the upcoming Senior Women’s Inter-District
Tournament to be held at Nashik from
20th April to 28th April 2018, MDFA
will be organising a Women’s trials
(Open). The same will be conducted on
Thursday 12th April 2018 at 4.00 pm
at MSSA (Mumbai School Sports Association) Ground, opposite St. Xavier’s
College.
All the interested players are requested to come for the trials as it is a great
opportunity to showcase their talent at
such a big platform. Only players who
are born on or before 31st December 2002
are eligible to for the trials.
For representational purpose only

MIDC starts..
Cont. from pg. 1
“The augmentation
work of the pipeline
joining the industries
located in various
blocks of the Taloja
MIDC with the CETP
has begun.”
The Taloja MIDC
deputy engineer
Santosh Kalaskar
said, “The remodeling
of effluent collection
system in the chemical and new chemical

zone is going on.
Around 27 km long
pipeline will be laid in
A, B, C, D, E, G & H
blocks. So far 23 km
long pipeline laying
work is complete and
the work will be
completed by October
2018. The pipeline dia
ranges between 160
mm and 560 mm and

costs Rs 16.21 cr.”
Santosh Kalaskar
added, “The pipeline
in L, M, V & T blocks
is stretched over 29
km and is scheduled
to be laid by May
2019. So far 19 km
long pipeline laying
work is finished. This
section costs Rs 28.33
cr.”

Blocks
Length Cost Completion time
A, B, C, D, E, G & H 27km Rs16.21cr October 2018
L, M, V & T
29km Rs28.33cr
May 2019
Total
56km
Rs44.54cr
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Thousands Jump To Help Someone Walk Again
By Ashok Dhamija
NAVI MUMBAI:
Around 2300 Pinkathon Women participants contributed 100
jumps in order to
support Aditya Birla
Health Insurance Co.
Limited (ABHICL),
unique campaign of
#JumpForHealth to
donate prosthetic leg
to the under-privileged at Amphitheatre, Central Park,
Sector 23, Kharghar
on the occasion of
World Health Day
(April 7, 2018).
Speaking on the
occasion of the second
edition the #JumpForHealth initiative,
the month long
campaign, which
kicked off from April
07, 2018,
Mayank
Bathwal,
CEO, ABHICL
said, “We are
committed to
ensure that
people live a
healthy
lifestyle. The
#JumpForHealth
campaign
aims to
educate people
on the importance of living
an active life
by making exercise a
part of their daily
routine. Through this
endeavour we aim to
promote healthy
living amongst
individuals to lead a
successful life and to
make this a real
movement. Through
this initiative ABHI
aims to create a
movement that will
get people up and on
their feet through the
power of jumping and
help the underprivileged walk on
their leg as part of
our philanthropic
activity. The month
long campaign,
starting from April
07, 2018, aims to
donate 1000 prosthetic legs on achieving
10 million jumps in
association with the
Sadhu Vaswani
Foundation”.

Around 2300 Pinkathon participants contributed 100 jumps each while supporting ABHICL’s #JumpForHealth to
donate prosthetic leg to the under-privileged at Kharghar.

Milind Soman poses along with Pinkathon Mothers who
along with their babies too participated in the event.
“Pinkathon is
more than a Marathon. It is the seed of
change and open to
all first timers. The
first step is taking
control of your own
health, respecting
yourself and understanding and celebrating the value you
bring to your family
and society. Empowerment is not a gift of
society; it is a gift
you give yourself. We
are happy that
around 2300 participants were associated
with Aditya Birla
Health Insurance Co.
Limited (ABHICL),
unique campaign of
#JumpForHealth
today, which aims to
donate prosthetic leg
to the under-privi-

leged” said Milind
Soman, former
Indian Super model,
actor, film producer
& fitness promoter.
How to participate in the
Jump For Health
campaign:
• Take a video of
yourself or your
friends, family or
colleagues jumping together
• Upload it on
Facebook/Instagram/Twitter with
the hashtags
#JumpForHealth
and #ABCHealthInsurance with
the count of
jumps.
• Nominate 3 people
by tagging them
About Pinkathon:
The brain child of
Milind Soman and

Reema Sanghavi, it’s
more than a Marathon. It is the beginning of a movement
carried forward by a
growing community
of empowered women
across India, who
share a belief that a
healthy family, a
healthy nation and a
healthy world begins
with empowered
women. The run held
at Kharghar was
dedicated to all the
first-time runners
who want to run and
stay Fit and was held
over a distance of 5
km, 10 km. In
addition for Mother’s
a 1 km Babywearing
walk too was organised on the occasion.

